
GrWinC Software License Agreement

Article 1: Definitions

The “Software” refers to “GrWinC Ver. 1.0.x” and all its related materials, where x stands for a build version. This software license agreement with respect to the use of the Software ("Agreement") is made and entered into by and between the user of the Software (“Licensee”) and the author of the Software,  Tsuguhiro TAMARIBUCHI, Faculty of Science, Shizuoka University ("Licenser").  The Licenser is the copyright holder of the Software, and grants the Licensee a non-exclusive and non-transferrable license for non-commercial use (see Article 3) to install and use the Software under the terms and conditions described below. The copyright and any other intellectual property rights with respect to the Software and the distribution files such as installers and archive files (“Distribution”), with which the Licensee can install the Software on her/his computers, belong to the Licenser.  

Article 2: Construction

The Software consists of:
a.	the GrWnd.exe graphics server (“Server”) ,
b.	the GrWinCTk toolkit ("Toolkit"), including source code for the library files with which user's applications can control the Server ("Library"),
c.	sample source code , and
d.	related documents.
  The Distribution is made available in several forms as installers and archive files for specific compiler systems. Each of the distribution files comprises some of the above components of the Software and prebuilt binaries for the corresponding compiler system derived from the Toolkit.

Article 3: Non-Commercial Use

The Licenser hereby grants to, and the Licensee does hereby accept, a nonexclusive license to use the Software only as is authorized in this Agreement. If and only if the Licensee 
i.	privately uses the software for non-commercial purposes, 
ii.	being any educational institution or public research organization uses the software for non-commercial purposes, or 
iii.	being non-profit organization uses the Software for non-commercial purposes,
the Licensee may:
a.	Install the Software to the computer that the Licensee owns using the Distribution, and non-exclusively uses it.
b.	Copy the Distribution for the purpose of backups.
c.	Use freely the source code comprised in the Distribution, provided that the proprietary notes accompany all such deliverables.
d.	Distribute applications created using the Software to the third party who wishes to use it on non-commercial purposes. Such a Distribution can include a copy of the Distribution (“Redistribution”). It is prohibited to distribute a part of the Distribution, say only the Server. When redistributes, the Licensee shall specify in the application the use of the Software and the URL of official website of the Software.

Official Website: http://spdg1.sci.shizuoka.ac.jp/grwinlib/english

Article 4: Prohibitions

Licensee shall not:
a.	sell, distribute, lease or assign the Software and Distribution or any copies thereof to any other third party, or permit any other third party to use them.
b.	make profit by installing the Software for the third party.
c.	distribute the Software, Distribution, or any of its deliverables which are changed, revised, remodeled, translated, or adapted under the same name or title.
d.	distribute the Software, Distribution, or any of its deliverables under the different name or title.
e.	reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble to remodel the Software or Distribution to be readable.

Article 5: Exemption

The Licenser excludes every warranty to the full extent. The licensee is completely responsible for the use of this software.
  The Licenser rejects all warranties in terms of the Software. The Licenser is not liable for any damages of any kind that are somehow connected to the use or the impossibility to use the Software, the materials or the functions the Software, such as loss of Licensee’s information or profit loss.

Article 6: Laws and Jurisdiction

The validity, interpretation, construction and performance of this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of Japan. Shizuoka District Court shall have exclusive jurisdiction and venue over any dispute arising out of this Agreement. Export of the Software and Distribution, which are deliverables of pure research, is not subject to Japanese export controls and any regulations. Licensee acknowledges that certain application of the Software may be prohibited under export controls. Licensee complies strictly with any export controls and legal requirements established under these controls.

Article 7: Entire Agreement

This Agreement supersedes any and all prior or contemporaneous oral or written understandings, warranties, representations or agreements between the Licenser and Licensee relating to the subject matter hereof.
  The Licensee agrees to all the terms and conditions of this Agreement concerning the use of the Software by installing the Software. The Licensee SHALL NOT install the Software if you do not agree to all the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

Article 8: Important Notice for Commercial Use

All usages of the Software other than Non-Commercial are assumed as Commercial Use and specified separately. Instead of the Software GrWinC, another version of software "GrWin" is also  available for Commercial Uses.  Details of the software GrWin are specified separately. When wishes the Commercial Use of the Software, the Licensee shall acquire “Commercial Use License” and related files.  When develops an application using the Software with any payment concerns, the Licensee shall obtain the Development License. 
 Any organization, including profit making organizations, may distribute the Distribution to the third party without fee under written permission granted by the Licenser. Some information about licenses are written in the source code for the Library, and the Server can show whether the application built using the Library is qualified for commercial use. 
  When the Licensee wishes Commercial Use of this Software, she/he may contact the Intellectual Property Office, Shizuoka University (http://www-e.cjr.shizuoka.ac.jp/contact). 


